
Search for courses without assignment to modules 
 

Searching for courses without assignments to modules can be done in the following roles:  
- Campo administrator (for the courses of the assigned institution) 
- Lecturer (for the own courses) 
 

Call up the function ‘Edit courses’ via the main menu: 
 

 
 
Please click on ‘Show all possible search criteria’. You will then be shown advanced search 
options. 
 

 
 

Select the desired semester and check the box ‘No parent’ in the section ‘Structure. 
 

 
 

In the next step we select the organizational unit to which the courses should be assigned. To 
do this, click on the "Select" button. You will now be taken to the structure tree of the 
organizational units at FAU and can select the corresponding institution.  
Please note that the hit list for the downstream search always takes into account the role 
assigned to you and the restriction to its organizational unit.  
 
The following screenshot shows the selection using the Institute of Political Science as an 
example.  
If you check the box in the first column, the courses that are directly assigned to the institute 
will be considered. The check mark in the second column extends the selection to all courses 
without assignments that are directly assigned to the institute or one of the subordinate 
organizational units. 
 



 
 
Check the corresponding box and accept the selection for the search via the button above the 
organizational tree. You will then be returned to the search mask and the selection of the organizational 
unit has been applied. 
 

 
 
By clicking on the ‘Search’ button, all courses of the selected organizational unit(s) will be displayed for 
which there is no link to a module (= parent element). 
 
In the list view you can access the editing mode of the semester-dependent course by clicking on the 
first icon per line. 
 

 
 
How to assign a course to a module can be found in the corresponding instructions. 
 
If you have created the assignment for all courses, these can always be transferred to a subsequent 
semester when transferring the courses using the function ‘term copy’. 

https://www.doc.zuv.fau.de/L2/Anleitungen/Lehrveranstaltungsorganisation/English/Assigning_courses_to_modules.pdf
https://www.doc.zuv.fau.de/L2/Anleitungen/Lehrveranstaltungsorganisation/English/Term_copy.pdf

